The first generation of research on animal social networks was primarily aimed at introducing the concept of social networks to the fields of animal behaviour and behavioural ecology. More recently, a diverse body of evidence has shown that social fine structure matters on a broader scale than initially expected, affecting many key ecological and evolutionary processes. Here, we review this development. We discuss the effects of social network structure on evolutionary dynamics (genetic drift, fixation probabilities, and frequency-dependent selection) and social evolution (cooperation and between-individual behavioural differences). We discuss how social network structure can affect important coevolutionary processes (host-pathogen interactions and mutualisms) and population stability. We also discuss the potentially important, but poorly studied, role of social network structure on dispersal and invasion. Throughout, we highlight important areas for future research.
focussed on issues that social scientists designed it for, such as information transmission, social cohesion, and cooperation [12, 14, 15] . However, more recently, evidence has been accumulating that population social structure matters on a broader scale, affecting a diverse range of ecological and evolutionary processes. Here, we review this development and outline promising areas for future research. In particular, we focus on six emerging topics that connect population social structure with key evolutionary and ecological processes. We start by discussing the importance of social network structure (SNS) for three fundamental evolutionary topics (evolutionary dynamics, social evolution, and coevolution). We then proceed by discussing how SNS affects three major ecological topics (population stability, dispersal, and invasion). Although the primary focus of this article is thus on the consequences of SNS for key evolutionary and ecological processes, we also consider the various ways that these processes feedback on the SNS.
Evolutionary dynamics
Two important aspects of SNS are the network of fitnessdetermining interactions (aka 'interaction network') and the structure of dispersal of offspring (aka 'replacement network') [19] . A growing body of recent theoretical research suggests that the fine structure of these networks can have substantial consequences for evolutionary dynamics and evolutionary outcomes.
First, genetic drift is predicted to depend on SNS [20, 21] . In particular, when comparing regular-, to small world-, to random-, to scale-free replacement networks, the mean time to loss of neutral variation decreases [21] . Thus, decreasing the regularity of the replacement network tends to decrease the time to loss of neutral variation, the reason being that, in more regular networks, different parts of the population are more distantly connected to each other, therefore preserving different alleles more easily.
Second, SNS is predicted to affect the fixation probability of new mutations and the time to fixation of such mutations (see also the discussion of frequency-dependent selection below). The fixation probability of a mutant depends both on the structure of the local network around that mutant and the global structure of the network [20, 22] . In regular replacement networks, the fixation probability of a mutant does not depend on its starting position [20, 22] . When comparing a large number of irregular replacement networks, the fixation probability has been found to decrease with the degree of the node where it is introduced [22] . This is because the chance that a mutant at a particular node gets replaced increases with the degree of that node. Comparing different global network Box 1. A brief introduction to animal social networks Animals often interact nonrandomly with group members, which can give rise to complex social relations that can be described by a SNS comprising nodes (representing individuals) connected by ties (representing an interaction between two individuals). Animal social networks are multidimensional [88] and dynamic [13] . Animals typically interact with their group members in multiple different contexts. Animals can, for example, interact in affiliative, aggressive, cooperative, and mating networks with the same or different individuals. Individual preferences for associations can be different between contexts [89] , leading to different SNS in different contexts. There can be carryover effects between different contexts, whereby interactions in one context have consequences for the network structure in another context [14] . Furthermore, associations between individuals and, thus, SNS can change over space and time as individuals break ties and form new social ties in response to, for example, environmental conditions, internal states, and previous social experiences [13] . As discussed in this review, SNS can have important consequences for ecological and evolutionary processes and we briefly introduce three conceptually important network structures ( Figure I ). In a regular network, all individuals have the same degree (i.e., number of social interaction partners). In the particular regular network shown in Figure I , all individuals interact with their four nearest neighbours and the network has a high clustering coefficient and a long average path length. A few random changes in tie connections (rewiring) give rise to a small-world network. Small-world networks are also highly clustered, but due to the existence of long-distance connections, they are characterised by a short average path length, increasing the interconnectedness of the network. For large rewiring probabilities, the network turns into a random network (see [90] for a discussion on different rewiring procedures). A random network is characterised by a low clustering coefficient and a short average path length.
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Regular: high C, high L Small-world: high C, low L Random: low C, low L Figure I . Three conceptually important network structures. All networks have the same number of nodes and ties. Abbreviations: C, clustering coefficient; L, average path length. Modified from [65] . 6 structures, some replacement networks have been found to amplify selection (i.e., increase the fixation probability of advantageous mutations and decrease those of disadvantageous mutations), whereas others have the reverse effect [20, 22] . It appears that the degree variance of the replacement network has a key role here, networks with a higher variance (e.g., star-structured networks) tend to amplify selection, whereas more regular networks tend to have the reverse effect [20, 22] . Interestingly, although high-degree variance can amplify selection, it also tends to increase time to fixation, because a higher-degree variance is associated with fewer routes to fixation [22] [23] [24] . Third, SNS affects the dynamics and outcome of frequency-dependent selection. In particular, the fundamental equation of evolutionary game dynamics, the replicator equation, and the conditions for evolutionary stability have been shown to depend systematically on the properties of SNS [20, 25, 26] . This is because the evolutionary fate of a particular strategy under frequency-dependent selection depends on the strategy of its interaction partners, which (whenever there is some variation in the population) is affected by SNS. A key aspect here is whether and to what extent SNS promotes that individuals that use the same strategy tend to interact with each other [27] , a phenomenon known as 'homophily'; cooperators, for example, tend to be evolutionary competitive only in networks that promote the clustering of types [6] (see also the section entitled 'Social evolution').
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Finally, although we have stressed the effect of SNS on evolutionary dynamics, similar principles can be expected to apply to cultural dynamics governed by social learning. In fact, several of the above-discussed studies (e.g., [20, 25, 26] ) explicitly address cultural dynamics (see also [28] ). Following the arguments above, the mean time to loss of neutral cultural variants is expected to decrease as the regularity of the SNS decreases [21] and the outcome of frequency-dependent cultural selection should depend on the degree to which SNS promotes the clustering of cultural variants [27] .
Social evolution
A key factor in social evolution is the social environment that individuals are confronted with. Here, we discuss two main ways by which SNS affects the evolution of social behaviour via the social environment.
First, SNS affects the evolution of cooperation. Although selfish individuals are favoured in well-mixed populations, cooperation can become evolutionary competitive when SNS promotes the clustering of strategy types [6] . This is because such clustering makes cooperators more likely to interact with other cooperators, thereby increasing the fitness of cooperators. Recent theoretical [29, 30] and empirical [18, 31, 32] studies have investigated situations where individuals could not only adjust their cooperativeness, but were also allowed to break off the interaction and form new social ties. Interestingly, such coevolution of network structure and behaviour appears to be a powerful mechanism promoting social structures that favour high levels of cooperation. In an experiment with humans, for example, Fehl et al. [18] found that these dynamic networks give rise to cooperative clusters of individuals where cooperativeness is positively correlated with the clustering coefficient of individuals.
Second, SNS can have a key role in shaping both the amount of behavioural variation present in a population and how that variation is distributed among individuals. SNS often gives rise to between-individual differences in social environments and social experiences [14, 33] that, in turn, can select for between-individual differences in social behaviour. The higher the number of interaction partners, and the higher the variation between those partners, the more socially responsive and choosy an individual should be [14, 34] . For example, the more high-quality males a female encounters, the more willing she should be to reject a low-quality male [14] ; in cooperative interactions, choosiness is only beneficial if there is sufficient variation between social partners [35] . SNS can also promote systematic between-individual differences in fitness expectations (i.e., residual reproductive value). For example, orderly (i.e., transitive) dominance networks [36] can give rise to between-individual differences in reproductive success [37] , and the risk of an individual to become infected with a disease or parasite depends on the structure of its contact network [38] [39] [40] . Differences in fitness expectations, in turn, are predicted to promote differences in all kinds of risk-related behaviour where individuals with high expectations are predicted to be more cautious (i.e., less willing to put their life at danger for a given benefit, aka 'asset protection principle') compared with individuals with low expectations [41, 42] .
Although the evolution of social behaviour is thus affected by SNS, social behaviour feeds back on that structure. These feedbacks are mediated by social responsiveness, which is the tendency to break and form new social ties, dependent on past social experience. Whether an individual should be socially responsive depends on its social environment (see above); social responsiveness, in turn, directly changes this social environment and, thus, the emerging SNS. This is illustrated by the above-discussed studies on the coevolution of network structure and cooperation [18, 31, 32] , where the very network structure that promotes cooperation is created by the social responsiveness of individuals.
Coevolution
We have seen that SNS can profoundly influence evolutionary dynamics and social evolution. Thus, it should come as no surprise that SNS can affect coevolutionary processes in which two or more species affect each other's evolution. Here, we discuss the role of SNS in host-pathogen interactions, the evolution of restraint, and mutualism.
In host-pathogen interactions, the SNS of the host can affect virulence and transmissibility of pathogens, and host resistance. Theory predicts that sparse host contact networks (i.e., low average degree) select for reduced pathogen virulence because transmission is more difficult in sparse networks, forcing pathogens to treat their host more carefully [43] . Furthermore, the higher the clustering coefficient and the longer the average path length of the host SNS, the stronger the selection for reduced transmission rates and virulence [43, 44] . This is because pathogens with high transmission rates and high virulence would quickly infect all individuals in their local environment, increasing competition for themselves ('self-shading') and for their kin ('kin-shading') [45] . In agreement, Boots and Mealor [46] showed experimentally that more localised interactions in the host population selected for lower pathogen infectivity. The SNS of the host can also affect the evolution of host resistance. Theoretical research predicts that high clustering of the replacement network of the host (i.e., the host reproduces locally) selects for increased host resistance [47] . This is because mutants with increased resistance are more likely to be surrounded by other mutants with increased resistance, thereby benefiting from regions of low parasite prevalence. Finally, given that many social animals have evolved strategies to reduce contact with infected individuals [48] , pathogen infection patterns can feed back on the SNS of the host. For example, Croft et al. [49] introduced either infected or uninfected guppies, Poecilia reticulata, into groups of guppies. Infected individuals spent less time shoaling than uninfected individuals because group members initiated more shoal-splitting events in the presence of infected individuals. As a consequence, the network of groups containing infected individuals showed reduced clustering, illustrating how infection can change the SNS of the hosts.
SNS also has an important role in the evolution of restraint (i.e., a strain or species does not evolve to its maximum competitive ability). Theoretical studies predict that, in communities with intransitive competitive relations (e.g., A outcompetes B, B outcompetes C, and C outcompetes A), high clustering (i.e., local interactions) favours the evolution of restraint [50, 51] . Whenever A evolves to a more rapacious form A*, B decreases in abundance, which increases the abundance of C, lowering the abundance of A*. This negative feedback favours the evolution of restrained competitors when interactions are predominantly local. When interactions become global, selection for restraint is weakened because unrestrained individuals can escape the negative consequences of their overexploitation [50, 51] . In agreement with this prediction, Nahum et al. [52] found that limiting migration of three strains of Escherichia coli with intransitive relations resulted in evolved restraint (for similar findings, see [46, 53] ).
SNS can also affect mutualistic interactions. Several theoretical studies predict that well-mixed populations disfavour mutualism, whereas structured populations favour mutualism [54, 55] . For example, Doebeli and Knowlton [54] investigated a situation where hosts and symbionts were placed on separate but identical lattices. Each host interacted with the symbiont on the same grid point of the other lattice and the fitness of hosts and symbionts was determined by both the host-symbiont interaction and local within-species competition. Under these conditions, mutualism evolved because similar strategies are more likely to interact with each other, promoting clusters of mutualistic interactions. Thus, SNS can affect mutualism, but mutualism is also predicted to affect the SNS. Mack [56] simulated the coevolution of mutualism and dispersal distance and found that such coevolution resulted in a shorter dispersal distance of mutualists compared with nonmutualists, thereby promoting a SNS that favours mutualism.
Population stability A key issue in community ecology is how the structure of species networks affects the stability, resilience, and robustness of these networks (e.g., [57] ). By contrast, comparatively few studies have investigated how SNS affects the stability of populations. We here discuss two main ways that link SNS with population stability.
First, SNS is predicted to mediate whether and to what extent a population fragments in response to the removal of individuals [58] . In networks where all individuals have approximately the same number of social contacts (e.g., regular networks), the removal of any individual causes a similar decrease in interconnectedness (i.e., increase in average path length) of the population [58] . By sharp contrast, in networks where most individuals have few but some individuals have a large number of social contacts (e.g., scale-free networks), interconnectedness is predicted to change little in response to the random removal of individuals (because most individuals have only few social contacts), but a large decrease in interconnectedness is predicted in response to the removal of even a small fraction of the highly connected individuals (assuming that these individuals do not get replaced) [58] . Although these predictions are in line with the outcome of simulated removal studies in killer whales [59] , ground squirrels [60] , and chimpanzees [61] , few studies thus far have investigated the consequences of true removal of individuals. In one such study, Flack et al. [62] found that, in a captive group of pigtailed macaques, Macaca nemestrina, the targeted 'knockout' of a small number of individuals associated with the policing function resulted in smaller and less integrated social interaction networks (i.e., networks with a decreased average degree and an increased clustering coefficient).
Second, theoretical research predicts that SNS is a key determinant of the vulnerability of populations to infectious diseases and pathogens [7, [63] [64] [65] . Transmission dynamics are more rapid in more dense social networks where individuals have a higher number of social contacts. High clustering can reduce the early growth rate of infections, because clustering promotes local interactions where infected individuals tend to deplete the susceptible individuals in their local environment [7] . Increased interconnectedness (i.e., decreased average path length) decreases the likelihood that an epidemic is contained in small parts of the population, because previously isolated parts of the population become interconnected [65] . Finally, in scale-free networks, the highly connected individuals (termed 'super-spreaders') have a key role in the maintenance and spread of infections [7] . Until now, few field studies have investigated these theoretical predictions. In line with the above predictions, in the social bumble bee, Bombus impatiens, among-colony differences in rates of infection with a contagious pathogen resulted largely from differences in network density among hives [66] , whereas the prevalence of the parasite, Cryptosporidium spp. in two geographically separated colonies of the Belding's ground squirrel, Spermophilus beldingi, was negatively correlated with the clustering coefficient [40] .
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Dispersal
Identifying the key factors that drive dispersal has been a long-standing topic in ecological research. Several factors have been identified, including kin competition, inbreeding avoidance, resource competition, and parasitism [67, 68] . However, the role of SNS on dispersal has rarely been studied. Here, we discuss three ways in which SNS can affect adaptive dispersal decisions via the above-mentioned factors.
Box 2. The importance of social network position for dispersal
Yellow-bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventris) ( Figure I ) are facultative social rodents. In this species, approximately half of the yearling females disperse from the colony, whereas nearly all yearling males disperse [73] . This male-biased dispersal is reflected in sex-specific differences in the importance of affiliative network positions. In yearling females, individuals that were well embedded in the affiliative network were less likely to disperse. In yearling males, there was no effect of network position on dispersal decisions [73] (Figure II) . Figure I . Two yellow-bellied marmot pups playing near their parent. Reproduced, with permission, from Ben Hulsey.
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(A)
Yearling females Yearling males (B) Figure II . Illustrations of two networks derived from affiliative behaviours between yellow-bellied marmots. Squares represent yearlings, circles represent adults, white represents dispersers, black represents nondispersers, and grey represents all other individuals. (A) In the female network, dispersers (white squares) are at the periphery of the network, meaning that they have low embeddedness (i.e, are not well integrated in the network [91] ). (B) By contrast, the male network shows no difference in dispersal according to embeddedness, as shown by the scattered distribution of white squares throughout the network [73] . Reproduced, with permission, from Dan Blumstein. 6 First, optimal dispersal decisions are affected by the relatedness of an individual with its interaction partners. The overall effect of relatedness on dispersal depends on the relatedness experienced in several different interaction networks. The higher the relatedness in competitive interaction networks, the higher the pressure to disperse, because this places the burden of competition on nonkin [69] . The higher the relatedness in cooperative and affiliative interaction networks, the lower the pressure to disperse, because high relatedness promotes cooperation [70] . Finally, the higher the relatedness in the mating network, the higher the pressure to disperse to avoid inbreeding [71] .
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Second, irrespective of kin, the local SNS at the natal site can affect the expected costs and benefits of staying at the natal site. Under the 'social cohesion hypothesis' [72] , individuals that are better embedded in the affiliative social network are expected to have a lower dispersal tendency because they suffer less from intraspecific competition and aggression. In line with this prediction, yearling female yellow-bellied marmots, Marmota flaviventris, that were more socially embedded in the affiliative network were less likely to disperse [73] (Box 2). Similar findings were reported from blue monkeys, Cercopithecus mitis, and house mice, Mus musculus [74, 75] .
Third, optimal dispersal decisions depend on the risk of becoming infected with a disease or parasite [68] , which, in turn, depends on the structure of the local network around an individual and the global SNS. Theoretical studies predict that the risk of infection increases with an individual's degree [38] and, in agreement, several studies have Table 1 . Evolutionary and ecological implications in a nutshell Implications
Evolutionary dynamics
The time to loss of neutral variation is predicted to decrease with decreasing regularity of the replacement network The fixation probability of a mutation in a replacement network is predicted to decrease with the degree of the node where it is introduced The fixation probability of an advantageous (disadvantageous) mutation is predicted to increase (decrease) with the degree variance of the replacement network The time to fixation of a mutation is predicted to increase as the degree variance of the replacement network increases The dynamics and outcome of frequency-dependent selection depend on whether and to what extent SNS promotes that individuals that use the same strategy tend to interact with each other Social evolution SNS can promote (inhibit) the evolution of cooperation via promoting (inhibiting) the clustering of strategy types (i.e., cooperative individuals are more likely to interact with other cooperators) SNS can promote between-individual differences in behaviour: (i) the higher the number of interaction partners and the larger the variation between these partners, the more choosy and/or socially responsive an individual is predicted to be; (ii) differences in contact networks can give rise to differences in future fitness expectations that, in turn, are predicted to promote differences in all kinds of risk-related behaviour Coevolution SNS of hosts can affect the virulence and transmission rate of pathogens and host resistance: (i) dense host networks select for reduced pathogen virulence; (ii) high clustering and high average path length of the host network select for reduced transmission rates and reduced virulence; (iii) host resistance increases with increased clustering of the host replacement network Infections can reduce clustering in the host network The evolution of restraint is favoured in highly clustered competitor networks, whereas the evolution of mutualism is favoured in highly clustered networks of hosts and symbionts Population stability SNS can mediate population fragmentation in response to the removal of individuals: (i) when all individuals have approximately the same number of social contacts, each individual is predicted to cause a similar decrease in population interconnectedness (i.e., increase in average path length) when removed; (ii) when most individuals have few but some individuals have a large number of social contacts, interconnectedness changes little with the random removal of individuals, but large decreases in interconnectedness are predicted in response to the targeted removal of highly connected individuals SNS can affect the vulnerability of populations to infectious diseases and parasites: (i) transmission dynamics are more rapid in more dense networks; (ii) high clustering reduces early growth rate of infections; (iii) increased interconnectedness (i.e., decreased average path length) decreases the likelihood that an epidemic is contained in small parts of the population; (iv) in scale-free networks, the highly connected individuals have a key role in the maintenance and spread of infections Dispersal SNS affects the relatedness of an individual with its interaction partners at the natal site, which can affect dispersal: (i) high relatedness in competitive interactions increases dispersal; (ii) high relatedness in cooperative interactions decreases dispersal; (iii) high relatedness in mating interactions increases dispersal Individuals that are well embedded in the affiliative network at the natal site have a lower dispersal tendency SNS at the natal site affects disease and parasite risk, which, in turn, is predicted to affect dispersal: (i) individuals with a high degree have a higher infection risk and are expected to have a higher dispersal tendency; (ii) more-dense contact networks result in higher parasite prevalence, which is predicted to increase the average dispersal tendency; (iii) high clustering reduces parasite prevalence, which is predicted to decrease the average dispersal tendency Invasion
Well-connected invaders have better access to information, which is predicted to increase their invasion success The extinction risk of parasites following their host upon invasion is predicted to increase in sparser and/or more clustered host networks 29, No. 6 shown that well-connected individuals were more infected by parasites compared with less-connected individuals [76, 77] . This is predicted to have consequences for dispersal decisions, but to date there are no empirical studies linking individual network position, infection rates, and dispersal. Moreover, sparsely connected SNS and clustered SNS are predicted to have lower parasite prevalence (see also the section entitled 'Population stability') and, thus, are expected to have lower levels of dispersal. Again, however, no field studies have yet investigated the relation between SNS, parasite prevalence, and dispersal across different populations.
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Invasion
A key question in invasion ecology is which factors determine whether an invasion will be successful [78] . Up to
Box 3. Ecological species networks and social networks
Ecological network studies typically use the species as unit of analysis, with ties representing different types of interaction (e.g., mutualistic or agonistic) [92, 93] . The logistics of empirical studies of food webs or pollinator communities are a major challenge, even if relatively small numbers of different species are involved, thereby constraining the level of detail at which data can be collected. However, given that individual variation is one of the main drivers for evolutionary change [94] , ecological networks might benefit from analysis at the level of individuals that would show the importance of individual attributes for emergent, population-level phenomena [95, 96] . Such an approach could have major implications for the predictive power of network models that investigate how ecosystems respond to global change and how species extinctions will affect the rest of the system. Network analyses of information and disease spreading have shown that the existence of super-spreaders can be highly influential in transmission processes in some populations [7, 64] . If the same were true, for example, in the context of pollination (i.e., that a small number of individuals accounts for a disproportionately large amount of pollination events) then the presence (or absence) of such individuals in pollination networks could make a considerable difference for the persistence of some species. An individual-based approach to multispecies networks is facilitated by new technologies that allow, in some cases, the automated recognition of individuals in the field based on visual data ( [97] ; Figure  I ) and in others, the attachment of tags to individuals of entire groups or populations ( [98] ; Figure II ). Studies that track association patterns of large numbers of individuals with multi-or even subsecond sampling rates have the potential to converge (within obvious limits) onto the ultimate goal of mapping biological 'reality'. Next to monitoring individual associations, field biologists increasingly use miniature animal-attached sensors that can aid in the remote collection of data about the physiology and/or environment of an animal. This powerful approach has become known as 'reality mining' [98] and biologists will soon be able to record field data sets of animal social behaviour and ecology of unprecedented size and quality. Figure II . Great tit, Parus major, equipped with an Encounternet tag [100] . Reproduced, with permission, from Lysanne Snijders. Figure I . Recent advances in animal biometrics make automated recognition possible for several species. This has resulted in online databases, such as the ECOCEAN Whale Shark Photo-identification library [99] . Reproduced, with permission, from Rodrigo Friscione Wyssmann. 6 now, the role of SNS for invasion success has received surprisingly little attention. Here, we discuss two ways in which SNS can affect invasion success.
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First, SNS affects flow processes within populations [11, 12] , which can affect invasion success in two ways: by affecting the information available to individuals, and by affecting the evolutionary response of a population. Individuals entering a novel habitat often lack important information on resources, refuge locations, and predators. The position of an individual within the SNS, in turn, can affect its access to information. Individuals with a high number of social interactions are, for example, better at discovering new food patches [79] , leading to the prediction that well-connected individuals have an advantage in novel environments. In agreement, translocated African elephants, Loxodonta africana, with a higher degree in their novel environment, were in a better condition than translocated elephants with a lower degree [80] . A study on the invasive sunbleak, Leucaspius delineates, showed that this species is highly interconnected with other fish species in its novel environment, suggesting that successful invasion is partly due to integration in the local social systems [81] . Next to affecting the information available to individuals, the SNS of an invading population affects its evolutionary responses (see the section entitled 'Evolutionary dynamics'), which, in turn, are known to be an important factor mediating invasion success [82] .
Second, the invasion success of host species is often attributed to a release from a regulatory effect of parasites in their native range (the 'enemy release hypothesis') [83] . If the parasite arrives with its host in a new habitat, its potential to spread and survive in this habitat is expected to depend on the SNS of the host [84] . In sparse host contact networks, where individuals tend to have few social contacts, the parasite runs a greater risk of going extinct because of limited opportunities for transmission [84, 85] . Similarly, in highly clustered networks, parasites tend to deplete the susceptible individuals in their local neighbourhood, thereby increasing the likelihood of parasite extinction [85] (see also the section entitled 'Population stability').
Population social structure: a fundamental biological dimension Much previous research on animal social networks focussed on a limited number of contexts, such as information and disease transmission and cooperation. Here, we have reviewed the recently accumulating evidence that population social structure affects a broader range of ecological and evolutionary processes (Table 1) and we hope that our work inspires further research into these and related areas. Next to the issues discussed above, promising topics for future research include the consistency of social network position over the lifetime of an individual (in which case, social network position becomes an integral part of the social personality of an individual) [86] , the heritability of social network positions [87] , and trade-offs associated with different social network positions and different social network structures. Finally, a closer integration of ecological species networks and social networks is a promising avenue for future research, especially in the light of new technological developments (Box 3).
In some contexts, such as information and disease transmission, and cooperation, the importance of population social structure has been firmly established. However, as highlighted by this review, social structure links mechanistic and functional aspects on a broader scale. Thus, population social structure can be identified as one of the fundamental biological dimensions that affects a wide range of ecological and evolutionary processes.
